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Cengage Learning, Inc. Mixed media product. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Radiologic
Technology at a Glance, Theresa Reid-Paul, "Radiologic Technology at a Glance, 1st Edition" is an
essential part of your student's journey from the classroom to the professional environment.
Aligned with the five major content categories of the national ARRT exam, the text is designed to
help clarify and explain imaging concepts and theories critical to the imaging profession. The userfriendly format promotes critical thinking and reinforces retention of material. Each chapter
provides learning objectives, an overview of the concept, discussion of important terminology,
formulas, and imaging practice, and includes hundreds of tables and illustrations. Practice
exercises like matching, critical thinking, and retention of material exercises help reinforce major
concepts and identify areas where more review may be needed. Accompanying software offers
additional practice, including exam style review questions and a comprehensive audio
pronunciation library. By encouraging your student to bring this text to class, use it as test
preparation, and carry it on the job, you will find that "Radiologic Technology at a Glance" clarifies
and reinforces understanding of critical concepts related to the imaging profession.
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Reviews
Merely no phrases to describe. It really is rally intriguing throgh reading time. I am happy to tell you that this is basically the greatest book i have go
through in my own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for ever.
-- K a ttie Wunsch
Here is the best pdf i actually have go through till now. We have study and i also am certain that i am going to planning to go through once again once
more in the future. You will not sense monotony at at any time of the time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you question me).
-- Fr eder ique Rolfson
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